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THREE CROWNS, ONE SHOE
Interview with one of the most experienced One�Shoe fans

Please introduce yourself.
Which country are you from?

I’m from Sweden.

How old are you?
I’m in my forties.

How long ago did your inter�
est towards One�Shoe started?

I was around 3�4 years old…

Looks like you had many years
of One�Shoe experience… Is it
still fresh for you or you got bored
of it after many years?

It is still very interesting.

Do you consider your One�
Shoe passion being a burden or

delight of your life?
I didn’t even think in that way,

I see it more like a bonus in life.

Have you ever meet women
who like to wear only one shoe
and want to do that often?

Yes, I have met a few... A few

special ones. If you present the

situation as it would be a chal�

lenge, the result will make the

person be excited.

Have you ever asked women to
wear one shoe for you for the long
time — around several hours?

No, I never asked them to.

You have seen many different
places. In which part of world the
probability of encountering one�

shoe situation on the street
seemed to you being the highest?
Or maybe all parts of world are
equal about this?

Yes, I’ve been around the

world and I would say that

moments like this will occur in

countries where women are

allowed to be themselves. In art

it is like 1960’s fashion — it was

common. I believe that in

times of forbidden sexual

themes that was a way to show

a free minded woman. Today it

is more direct.

People of my generation know
not much about 1960’s fashion
and art. Does this mean that you
in fashion magazines and adver�
tisement you could often see a

woman wearing only one shoe?
Please tell us more about this.

Ok, in the sixties it was a fash�

ion in Hollywood, a kind of

shoe fetishism. Doris Day,

Marilyn Monroe, Kim Novak,

Natalie Wood or in France

Brigit Bardot, Sofia Loren,

Audrey Hepburn... Today it

should have been more direct

naked sexual scenes for sure.

Do you mean shoe fetishism or
one�shoe fetishism?

It was more a shoe fetishism

though the one shoe theme

appeared little now and then.

You tell that only in open soci�
eties you can see a woman walk�
ing down the street with one

shoe? Does this mean that they
do this because they want to do
this and not because they have
lost the other shoe?

Not because they want to, just

circumstances.

How many times in your life have
you seen woman walking through
the city with only one shoe?

How may times ? 20�30 times

without affecting it.

Will you agree with me on that
the artistic and creative poten�
tial of one�shoe is being under�
estimated in our days?

You can’t really say it is under�

estimated… The market rules

Taken by Nigel Powell

This article came into being

when Nigel asked me to do an

article for the paper, especially

since it seems I’ve had a lot of

experience with a lot of women

that have enjoyed only wearing

a single shoe, style or type of shoe

is sometimes irrelevant, what is

relevant is that most of the

women that I have met in my

travels and asked about their

missing shoe have all said almost

the same thing.

This article was comprised

from asking several women if

they had ever lost a shoe in pub�

lic and from two women I know

personally that enjoy going out

with only a single shoe on, one

even goes to work in this man�

ner all the time!

SW: Why are you missing only
one shoe?

Answers I have been given:

Lost it, Broke it, Had it Stolen,

Left it somewhere or just Tossed

it. Okay, lost it, reasonable,

broke it or possibly stolen,

understandable, but a lot of the

responses on left it or tossed it

is what kept my attention.

SW: What do you mean by
either left it or tossed it?

Just that, I took it off and

tossed it or just left it lying

somewhere.

SW: As in tossed or left where?
Trash can, out a car window,

in a parking lot, in a store or just

left one at home.

SW: So let me get this correct,
you just took off a single shoe and
either tossed it or left it some�
where?

Yes, that is true.

SW: So then, what happened
to the shoe you kept, did you take
it off or continue wearing it?

98% said they kept the sin�

gle shoe on. 2% said they took

it off, but were asked to put it

back on.

SW: So why were you asked to
put your shoe back on? And who
asked you?

Because you weren’t sup�

posed to be in the mall, grocery

store, restaurant, theatre or

work without shoes, but they

allowed us to sort of bend the

rules when they found out we

didn’t have but the single shoe.

The people that asked us were

usually the manager of the

establishment, however like in

the mall or work, it was usually

security that asked.

SW: What do you mean by
“bend the rules?”

By bending the rules the estab�

lishment would allow us to con�

tinue with what we were doing,

shopping, dining, watching
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and one�shoe is a very spe�

cialised niche.

Will you agree that one�shoe
has enough artistic potential to
become strong underground
state of the art? A kind of art for
the few…

If the audience is only one

person and you reach that per�

son — yes, it is art.

Would you wish for the one�
shoe theme to be presented more
widely — in movies, in adver�
tisement, in art? Or maybe you
want for everything to remain in
present condition?

If it naturally could attract

interest — yes. But the under

the present circumstances

I believe that there is no reason

to change the laws of the

nature… I prefer the smaller

scale.

Let us imagine that some
famous fashion designers sud�
denly realised that wearing one
shoe is very nice and made this
a new trend. Catwalks are filled
with model with one shoe and
many common women fill the
streets wearing just one… Would
you like this or would you loathe
this?

That fashion is an utopia and

I’m afraid I would get bored.

What is your favourite type of
footwear while on just one
female foot?

The favourite depends on who

is wearing what… Well, what the

girl on “Bike” photo is wearing

on her foot is excellent!

Which is the one�shoe situa�
tion of your dream?

The spontaneous, noncha�

lant, in which I’m not really

involved... It shall last for a

while.

What kind of one�shoe situa�
tions do you like least?

When the girl isn’t attractive

at all.

When you see woman walking
down the street with one shoe do
you want to know the exact rea�
son or you prefer this to remain
a mystery giving large field for
imagination?

No, I don’t really care why.

Some persons involved in one�
shoe prefer the shoe to be nec�
essarily lost, not removed inten�
tionally. Which are your
preferences?

The answer will be the same

— I do not care.

Don’t you think that wearing
one�shoe makes woman look
more feminine?

Yes, for me.

Have you ever witnessed one�
shoe situation in the cold weath�
er, when walking with bare foot
is very cold?

Yes, I have — one in a situ�

ation when a couple was

waiting for a cab and once in

the metro. Well, I think that

couple was leaving a party

and the girl had problems

with her boot so I guess they

decided to grab a cab… In the

metro a girl appeared jump�

ing from the railway to the

metro in one shoe and I

haven’t a clue why.

Have you ever met a woman
walking not with just one shoe
but with one stocking as well?

Yes, I have.

Looking at the women wearing
only one shoe in true life I was
surprised how natural they look.
Absence of one of their shoes
does not make them look odd. It
makes them look no worse than

while wearing both shoes... Will
you agree with me on that?

Yes, I will.

When have you decided to film
stages one�shoe scenes?

I started 18 years ago. I found

a novel in the comic strip

“Heavy Metal” and there was a

girl there who lost one shoe. We

filmed it just for fun. To have a

video camera was something

new over these days...

When you film staged one�
shoe scenes do you arrange them
as part of other larger stories or
you film them as exactly one�
shoe stories?

No, those are just sublime

details. I believe you’d be more

interested in the parts that are

getting cut away.

So when you’re going to film
something you include one�shoe
scene in the script?

I do that if it fits the script.

Have someone asked you why
you often want for woman to lose
a shoe in a film?

No. I don’t move much in the

same circus of people so they

haven’t really played any big

attention about the subject.

How do you explain the need
to walk in public with one shoe
before the actresses? Have you
ever encountered the refusal to
walk without a shoe from an
actress?

I don’t explain. They get a

script and they play it, as long

as there are not nude scenes

there has been no complaint.

You told before that you have
mew a few special women who
like to wear one shoe. Have you
ever met an actress who liked
these one�shoe walks? An
actress who received pleasure
from that?

No they are interested only

how to give a good performance

Did all of your true life one shoe
films were made in Sweden?

No, but most of them.

Where did you film other non�
Sweden situations?

In Prague and Paris... Not

much.

It seems to me that in Sweden
probability of meeting woman
with one shoe is quite high. How
can you explain this?

No, it’s not common — it can

take a year and then in a week

you can catch 5... There is no

pattern.

Which are the most common
emotions you used to find
amongst women walking with
one shoe in true life? Were they
embarrassed, indifferent, or
maybe something else?

I believe it's a kind of person

and personality thing and when

the circumstances are as they

are for that moment things just

happens that way. As for the

artists — their threshold what to

do and how they look and act is

higher so they simply do not

bother.

What do you think — what
makes woman walk with one
high�heeled shoe that is pretty
uncomfortable? Why don't they
remove their other shoe as well?

The weather and the material

of the ground can force them  to

leave the shoe.

Don't you think that some
women could walk with one shoe
just fo fun?

Yes I have met some... They

are mostly happy about the

attention.

Please tell us more about
women who wear one shoe just
for fun. Where and how have you
meet them?

Hard to answer because you

don’t meet them in other cir�

cumstanses as normal...

OK, but how did you know that
woman wears one shoe not
because she lost one but because
she wants to attract attention?

Arrange a situation and see

whats follows... You’ll see.

So that means that those cer�
tain one�shoe situations were
arranged by you?

At the beginning — yes, but

when it continues I can’t affect

anything. There were a few sit�

uation I didn’t start though.

In which movie there is a best
one shoe scene of all times to
your opinion?

There is an old Doris Day

film, can’t remeber it’s name.

A Swedish film “sankam�

martjuven”... Also a Briget

Bardot film... I belive I just want

the scenens to continue. Yes

these are good scenes... I also

like the scene in the “Crew”

when the girl leaves the office.

Haven't you think about mak�
ing movie about Cinderella?

I started to do this or use the

theme many years ago...

Could not have said it better.
Thank you very much for your
outstanding interview. 

THREE CROWNS, ONE SHOE
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When I saw the photos of

these women for the first time,

I literally could not believe my

eyes. Still this is true. The danc�

ing company from Germany

named “Auctres Choses” does

dance with one of their shoes

off. You may see the great col�

lection of photos at “losther�

shoe” Yahoo group. The official

website for dancing company is

www.tanzen�in�saarlouis.de.

Unfortunately enough, the site

is in German only. So I kindly ask

anybody who speaks this language

to find and translate any informa�

tion regarding this great idea.

Please make this available to the

rest of us. Thanks in advance!

By Nigel Powell

GERMAN WOMEN DANCE
WITH ONE SHOE OFF



a movie as long as we put on the

single shoe.

SW: Did you get any satisfac�
tion, desires or pleasure out of
having to walk around in only a
single shoe?

90% said yes, 8% said no and

2% weren’t really sure.

SW: What kind of satisfaction,
desire or pleasure did you derive
from walking around in only a
single shoe?

Well I’m not sure how to put it,

but after a few hours of hobbling

around in a single heel, it just

started to feel natural for some

reason. And it started to actual�

ly be a lot of fun hobbling around.

For one thing it sure seemed to

gain a lot of attention.

SW: Attention? From who?
A lot of men must really love

the “Cinderella look” as one

lady put it to me. Women would

just sort of gawk for a moment

or two and then continue on

about their business, although

there were times women asked

about the missing shoe.

SW: So why do you think men
love the “Cinderella look” as
you call it?

Because they didn’t think no

one noticed, but the women

asked all said they knew the men

were looking at them. Those

women that noticed the men

said they would “tease” them by

displaying their shoeless foot

more prominently and then slip

off the other shoe for a short

tease and slip it back on.

SW: Are any of you married?
And does your husband know you
may “secretly” enjoy hobbling
about in a single shoe.

75% married, 20% divorced,

5% single

Married women: Most said no,

they never did let on they enjoyed

hobbling about with only a sin�

gle shoe on, a few married

women that did let their hus�

bands in on the secret said there

sex life was better than anything

in the world. One said it beats the

Hell out of Viagra! Now I had to

laugh hard at that one.

Divorced women: No, these

pretty much kept it to them�

selves and were of the main ones

that had either broken or lost a

shoe, not intentionally tossed it

away like an empty pizza box.

Only a very few in this catego�

ry really enjoyed having the sin�

gle shoe experience.

Single women: Just about every

one of these women enjoyed hav�

ing only one shoe on and one in

particular does it everywhere she

goes, even to work wearing only

a single shoe.

SW: Do you get any sexual sat�
isfaction from wearing a single
shoe?

Oh yes, if I were to remove

one shoe and hobble around

all day long my husband or

boyfriend would really enjoy

the sight. And as soon as we

would get home, I can be

assured of having a very sen�

sual and sexual night, right

down and including getting

my shoeless foot caressed by

massage and kissed.

The next section of this article

is the opinion of one woman,

Veronica who I just met a few days

ago on why she only wears a sin�

gle shoe and why she thinks other

women should give it a go.

SW: Veronica, you and I just
met a few days ago and you always
only wear a single shoe?

Veronica: Yes, this is true,

SW: Why only one shoe? Why
not both or no shoes at all?

Veronica: I had a shoe stolen

in college. At the time I was

very embarrassed. I had on a

very high stiletto heel, no

socks, no stockings, just bare

feet in my shoes. Anyway I had

taken off my right shoe since

it was a bit tight and a little

uncomfortable.

So there I was sitting at my

desk in class wearing only a sin�

gle stiletto heel and a bared right

foot. And this was my first class

of the day too. 

SW: So what happened that
fateful day?

Veronica: Someone stole my

shoe as a joke, I guess. Anyway

when it was time to leave for my

next class and I went to put my

shoe on to walk to the next class,

which by the way was all the way

across and on the other side of

campus, anyway, my right shoe

was gone.

SW: So what did you do?
Veronica: I looked for it for as

long as I could and then I head�

ed for my other class.

SW: Did you take off your
remaining shoe?

Veronica: No, I was a bit too

embarrassed to take off the sin�

gle shoe and walk in my

barefeet, that and it was too hot

to be in barefeet, so instead of

injecting the hot sidewalks to

both my feet, I kept the left shoe

on. I also tried when I could to

walk with my bare, shoeless foot

in the grass.

SW: Did you ever get your shoe
back?

Veronica: No, I never did.

I had to be in a single shoe all

day, but after a few hours of

walking around like this, I also

noticed I was getting quite a bit

of attention from the guys. I also

started feeling like it was very

natural to walk around in only

the single shoe.

SW: So do you ever wear both
shoes now, and if not, why?

Veronica: On very rare occa�

sion will you see me in both

shoes. After my college experi�

ence of walking around for over

14 hours with only my one shoe

on, it doesn’t feel proper when

I have both on at the same time.

Another amusing thing is if I do

wear both shoes I’m rather

clutzy and seem to trip off my

shoes a bit, when in only one

I have better coordination, now

isn’t that funny?

SW: No, not really. If you
recall when we were chatting
about this waiting to see the
movie a few days ago I basically
told you the same thing about my
wife. She can’t walk worth a
damn wearing both heels at the
same time, but let her take one
off and she seems perfectly bal�
anced. Do you have any idea why
that would be Veronica?

Veronica: Yes, I do. The rea�

son is you seem to be a bit more

careful walking in a single shoe

than when both are on your feet.

Also it’s because of the heel on

the shoe, try balancing on two

small sticks under both feet, it’s

not that easy. But with one shoe

off, you have the toes of your

foot or your entire foot if low

heels to balance yourself better.

Just makes it easier to walk and

for me, a lot more fun.

SW: Are there any other ulte�
rior motives in your hobbling
about in a single shoe?

Veronica: Sure, you can get

great sex this way, unfortunate�

ly a lot of the guys I’ve dated

have been real jerks, but like you

told me, Mr. Right will find his

way to me one day.

SW: Well Veronica I thank you
for taking the time to give us your
opinion on why a women would
wear a single shoe and some of
the reasons behind it. One last
question, if that’s okay with you?

Veronica: Of course, what is it?

SW: Would you recommend
other women give wearing a
single shoe a try? And should
they feel embarrassed about
going out in public places in a
single shoe. (Okay so it was
2 questions).

Veronica: Yes, I would. It’s a

great feeling to have at least one

foot free of an enclosed and

uncomfortable shoe, whether

you do it in a bare foot or stock�

ings is your choice. I prefer

stockings because I think they

look better, but that’s my opin�

ion too of course. As for feel�

ing embarrassed doing this in

public, if it’s your first time, try

to do this in a public park where

there aren’t many people at

first, then work your way up to

doing the grocery shopping or

taking in a movie wearing only

a single shoe. It really is a lot

of fun and it’s really very com�

fortable. But remember, no

one says you can’t take off the

one shoe from time to time,

I still slip off my single shoe at

times to allow my foot some

cool air, but I do put it back on

once I feel my shoed foot has

cooled enough to slip on my

shoe again.

That just about wraps it up

folks, and any ladies reading

this article (and I sure hope a

lot are), just let me tell you

there are a lot of us men folk

who are really attracted to a

women in a single shoe and if

you’re one of the married

women, your husband may

really enjoy this type of thing as

well. I let my wife in on this even

before we got married and she

will sometimes go out and do

the shopping, movie or dining

in only a single shoe herself. So

if my wife can do it, I know the

rest of you ladies should be able

to give this a try. Believe me,

I really do believe you’ll thor�

oughly enjoy the benefits once

you get used to going about in

a single shoe!

WOMEN VOTE FOR ONE SHOE
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Here is the photo that was

found at the Webshots commu�

nity. It was posted by a girl nick�

named Rachelgame. The lovely

sight, isn’t it? I doubt these girls

have attraction towards wearing

only a single shoe. But this photo

still greatly illustrates the gener�

al idea of this issue: wearing one

shoe is a lot of fun! Yes, this real�

ly can become a great game for

you, sweet women. This may

neither be the physical attrac�

tion, nor the sexual turn on but

still be the funny entertainment

and really fresh experience. Try

wearing single shoe just for fun!

Why not put this on a regular

basis? Just like you have your

“nails” or “hair” days sheduled

you may shedule your one shoe

days. If same women gather in

the same place every Friday

wearing one shoe — this will

attract attention, curiosity and

as a result— more women doing

this... Have fun!

By Nigel Powell

...IS A LOT OF FUN


